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Note on a theorem of Dieudpnné 

J. J ANAS 

DIEUDONNÉ [2] has proved that for any f£V-(A), f*L1(A)^L1 (A), where 
A is a nondiscrete, locally compact abelian group. Applying Banach algebra methods 
we shall prove the same result for D-ifi) over a compact, connected Lie group G. 

Dieudonné has proved the above result by applying the methods of harmonic 
analysis on LCA groups. Later this theorem was proved by GOLDBERG and BURNHAM 
[3] by applying Banach algebra methods. We shall follow their ideas, but since in 
our case the algebra ¿¿(G) is not-commutative in general, the proof is mucli more 
difficult. 

We start by recalling a few notions from Banach algebras. Let B be a complex 
Banach algebra. 

Def in i t i on 1. We say that b£B is a divisor of zero, if rb=br=0 for some 
r£B, rAO. 

Def in i t ion 2. We say that aÇ_B is a topological divisor of zero, if there 
exists a sequence {g„}c5 such that', ||gJ's<5->;0 («=1,2, . . . ) but | |agj.+ ||g„a|| — 0, 
as «-ooo. 

We have the following simple results on topological divisors of. zero in Banach 
algebras! 

(1) If a£B is a topological divisor of zero, but not a divisor of zero, then 
aB^B. 

(2) Let D be a dense subset of B. Assurfie that for. a certain sequence {x„}efi, 
| | j t js<5>0 (n=1,2, . . . ) , ||x„J|| +||i/x„||-0, as . n-oo, for every d£D. Then every 
element of B is a topological divisor, of zero in B. > . 

In what follows we assume that the reader is familiar with thé basic théory of 
compact Lie groups, as is presented for example in [1]. Let G be a compact, connec-
ted Lie group. Denote by G its dual. For ha '(G) (p^l) we denote by ||/i||p the 
Lp-norm. For adô and Txa<x. the character function (px(g)=Tr Ta(g) is continu-
ous on G. 
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Lemma. Let G be a compact, connected, non-abelian Lie group. Then for 
every h^L2(G) we have 

(0 Ih*<pa(g)\sMh, V«€<5, 
(ii) h*(px(g)=(pa*h(g)-0 as a-{oo} ( 

(iii) there exists <5>0 such that [|<pj ^<5 for a certain a—{«>}. 

Proof , (i) Ih»<pu(g)\*f \h(x)-(p,(gx-l)\dx^\\hUcpah=\\hh. 
(ii) Let fi(a)=f h(x) Ta(x)* dx\ here Tx(x)* denotes the adjoint of Ta(x)£ 

£L(HX) (L(HX) stands for all linear operators in Ha). Assume that dim Ha=Na. 
We have 

2 = mi, 

where | |^(a)| |®=Tr^(a)^(a). 
Since 

[TTh(a )*h(a ) -NJ^-"0 as a—{~} 
and 

H*<Pa(g) = fh(s-\g)TrTa(s)ds = Jh(x)Tr TA(g)TX(x)*dx = TT TX(S) FI(O<), 

therefore 

l A ' V . f e J N I T r r . ^ i a J I s I J V . T r ^ a J ^ W l ^ - O as a - { -} . 

(iii) Let T be a maximal torus in G. Since (px(gig2)=<PafesgiX applying 
Weyl's theorem [1, Th. 6.1] we have 

J\<Pa(g)\dg= f 1^(01 u(t) dt, . 
T 

where u(t)=}p(t)\2\W\-\ b ( 0 l 2 = 77 4 sin2 Ti6j(t), |W|6N is a universal integer, 
j=i 

and 0 ! , ..., QM are distinct roots of G. But Tis commutative, so 

<Pa (0 = 2 e x P (0), *=i 

where are real. Assume that dim T=n. Then we have 

24pp, 'agez, Vic, p. - . 
Thus 

\mf\<Pa(0\u(t)dt= f f |exp (Iniaff t1)Al(l)+... + exp(2nia^t1)AN,(i)\u(t)dt, 
in o 
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where t=(t1<I) and K ( 0 I = 1, s=l, 2, ..., Na, /„=[0, l]""1. Hence 

\m f wMmdt = i 

... +exv{2ni(a$l1-a$)t1)ANa(I)ll(!)\u(t1, l)dtxdL 

Choose a—{«=} such that J ^ O for every A:, p. Applying Szego's theorem 
we have 

i 
/ / \i + ...+exp(2ni(a^1-a^)t1)A^(l)l1(l)\u(t1J)dt1di^ 
'„ o 

I 
S J exp J log u (t1,1) dtx di. 

/„ 0 
Since 

J log sin2 rdr =— 
0 

so 
1 

exp f logMfo,?)^! £ 5 ( f ) > 0 
o 

and is a continuous function of ?£/„. Hence 

/ / 1 1 + . . . +exp (2ni(a -«<?>)tj A„.(1)1,(0|u(t,, I) dt[di S <5, 
/„o 

for a certain ¿>0 . Note also that the number 
i 

J exp J log u(tx, f ) dtxdl 
i„ o 

does not depend on a, and so 

\w\f\<pM«(t)dt*d 

for every a£ C. The proof is complete. 
As is well known, no h£L1(G) (h^O) is a divisor of zero in L1(G). Hence 

applying Lemma, (1), and (2) we get 

Theorem. Let G be a compact, connected Lie group. Then for every h£L1(G) 
the mapping L1(G)3g-*h*g£L1(G) is not surjective. 

Proof . If G is abelian, the result holds by the theorem of Dieudonne. Hence 
we can assume that G is not abelian. By (i) and (ii) of Lemma and the Lebesgue do-
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minated convergence theorem we have \\h*(px\\1—0 as a—{<=>}, for any h£L2(G). 
AppUcation of (1) and (2) ends the proof. 

Remark 1. Since LP(G) is Z.1(G) module, for p = l,. the above theorem can 
be easily extended to LP(G). Namely, for every h£L1(G) the mapping L"(G)^g— 
-~h*g£Lp(G) is not surjective. The proof is the same as before (note that 

Remark 2. It seems that the above result is also true in the context of nil-
potent Lie groups (this is true for the Heisenberg group of arbitrary dimension). 

I would like to .thank the referee fór pointing out an error in the first version 
of this paper. 
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